INTRODUCTION
============

Lamellipodia are flat, actin-rich cell surface structures mediating efficient protrusion and migration on planar substrates in various cell types and conditions ([@B64]; [@B45]; [@B54]). It is commonly agreed that these structures comprise networks of actin filaments that are initiated and maintained by the continuous activity of the actin-related protein 2/3 (Arp2/3) complex ([@B67]; [@B71]; [@B26]) mediating branching of daughter filaments off mother filaments ([@B41]; [@B45]). The Arp2/3 complex is activated by its lamellipodial activator WAVE regulatory complex (WRC). Branch formation is followed by separation of WRC from the Arp2/3 complex, with the latter being incorporated into the network and the former remaining at the membrane for additional cycles of Arp2/3 complex activation ([@B45]; [@B19]; [@B33]). Protrusion of lamellipodial actin networks is driven by polymerization of the filaments abutting the membrane ([@B63]; [@B40]). The fast-growing, barbed filament ends continue to grow until capped, with the growth aided by elongation factors residing at their tips ([@B38]; [@B46]; [@B59]).

Although Arp2/3 complex activation by the WRC is essential for the formation of these structures ([@B35]; [@B66]; [@B6]; [@B54]), additional factors have recently emerged that generate actin filaments, and significantly contribute to actin network density and protrusion velocity of lamellipodia ([@B24]). Surprisingly, however, two factors, formin-like family member 2 (FMNL2) and FMNL3, grouping into the formin family of actin assembly factors and accumulating at lamellipodia tips, turned out not to accelerate actin filament networks in lamellipodium protrusion, as previously proposed ([@B3]; [@B28]), but instead to generate subpopulations of filaments operating in addition to and thus independently from the Arp2/3 complex-driven network ([@B24]). Both FMNL2 and 3 contribute to the efficiency of protrusion, but with differential biochemical activities concerning nucleation versus elongation ([@B24]). The contribution of these activities and of the two formins to lamellipodial protrusion relative to each other and relative to other potential actin polymerases operating at these sites, such as enabled/vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (Ena/VASP) family members ([@B55]; [@B69]; [@B16]), has remained unknown.

Knocking out or down FMNL2, FMNL3, or both had effects on protrusion velocity and filament density, which elude intuitive mechanistic understanding assuming proportionality between actin assembly rate and protrusion velocity. FMNL2 is the faster elongator (∼60% faster than FMNL3 in vitro; [@B24]). The polymerization rate of a single filament depends exponentially on the force on the filament tip ([@B39]). Interaction of filaments with different elongators via this force dependency and the leading edge membrane suggests the fastest elongator to contribute the most to protrusion force and velocity. However, knocking down FMNL3 reduced protrusion velocity more (∼1.5 fold) than knocking down FMNL2 ([@B3]; [@B24]). Knocking down both formins by RNA interference (RNAi) reduced the protrusion velocity even further ([@B24]). CRISPR/Cas9-mediated, simultaneous elimination of FMNL2 and 3 expression reduced protrusion velocities and filamentous actin (F-actin) intensities to roughly 65--70 and 50%, respectively, dependent on KO clone and experiment, whereas lamellipodial F-actin network assembly rates in all clones remained completely unchanged (see [Figures 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5, b and d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, in [@B24]\]). The force exerted by the filament tips on the leading edge membrane drives both protrusion and retrograde flow ([@B73]). If this force were proportional to the number of filaments per leading edge contour length, we would expect both the protrusion velocity and the retrograde flow velocity to decrease upon FMNL2/3 knockout. Nevertheless, the network assembly rate did not change substantially across all FMNL formin knockout and knockdown experiments, such that protrusion slowed down but retrograde flow sped up by about the same amount ([@B24]).

Cell motion is overdamped. Velocities are proportional to the driving forces in this regime and the ratios of velocities are equal to the ratios of forces. The ratio of F-actin densities of knockout FMNL2/3 cells to control cells was smaller than the corresponding velocity ratio. Filament numbers decreased relatively more than forces, and hence the ratio of force *F* per contour length to *N* (*R~F~ = F*/*N*) increased upon formin knockout ([@B24]).

Robust observations applying to all of the formin knockout/knockdown experiments are a decrease of F-actin density and protrusion velocity, and an increase in *R~F~* while the assembly rate stays constant. Clearly, simple estimates assuming independence of the factors setting the protrusion velocity cannot recapitulate these results. Here we employ mathematical modeling to ask for the mechanisms explaining these observations and the determinants of protrusion force and velocity as well as network assembly rates.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
======================

We model the protrusion as a cross-linked viscoelastic network of filaments, a concept that has been used and confirmed in several studies ([@B31]; [@B23]; [@B62]; [@B18]; [@B2]; [@B60]; [@B5]; [@B43]). Elasticity of the network is due to the elastic properties of filaments and cross-links ([@B9]) and has been observed experimentally ([@B22]; [@B73]). The viscosity arises from the motion in the cytosol fluid and cross-linker binding and dissociation ([@B9]). Consequently, cross-linker concentration also has to be taken into account when determining the mechanical properties of the F-actin network.

We use an auxiliary variable Φ to mark the extension and position of the moving protrusion. That variable is equal to 1 inside the protrusion and 0 outside it. This is a commonly used method for partial differential equations with moving boundaries usually referred to as the phase field method ([@B58]). The interface between Φ = 0 and Φ = 1 moves with the membrane velocity of the leading edge membrane both at the front and rear. Consequently, the depth of the actin network region modeled by our equations is constant. The equation of motion of the phase field Φ is given in the Supplemental Material. We describe the F-actin network in a thin-film approximation, that is, we average in the direction orthogonal to the substrate, and consider the dynamics along a radial line from the protrusion leading edge toward the cell body. The force balance inside the protrusion is given by the interior force of the network, which is equal to the spatial derivative of the tension *σ*, and the friction against the cellular components stationary in the lab frame and the membrane (friction coefficient *ξ* ):

The friction force is proportional to the flow velocity *v*. Friction mediates the interaction of network flow with adhesions and consequently traction forces on the substrate. A corresponding correlation between network flow and traction forces has been observed ([@B22]; [@B2]).

F-actin network flow is rearward at the front. It moves with the forward cell velocity at the rear of the cell. Hence, there is a range in some distance from the leading edge membrane where the network velocity is equal or very close to 0. This is where we place the rear end of our simulation area. Tension and velocity vanish at this point, that is,

The force exerted by polymerizing filaments against the leading edge membrane determines the tension at the front *x* = *L*.

We describe the viscoelastic properties of the cross-linked F-actin network by the advected Maxwell model as suggested by the seminal work by Kruse *et al.* ([@B30], [@B31]):

In [Eq. 3](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *τ* is the relaxation time of the gel. It is set by the ratio of viscosity *η* and elastic modulus *E* (*τ*= *η*/*E*). These properties depend on the network volume density and the degree of cross-linking in the filament network.

Retrograde flow necessarily entails a gradient of free cross-linkers *C*, which may lead also to a gradient of bound ones *B* ([@B12]). Bound cross-linkers are advected with the retrograde flow and dissociate (rate constant *k*^−^) on their way back or are set free when the network disassembles. Free cross-linkers diffuse forward toward the leading edge where they cross-link (rate constant *k*^+^) newly polymerized filaments. This is described by a reaction-­diffusion equation for *C* and a reaction-advection equation for *B*:

*B~T~* is the total concentration of available cross-linker binding sites on the network. We assume *B~T~* to equal one-third of F-actin monomers. The bulk concentration in the cell body determines one boundary condition *C*(*x* = 0) = *C*~bulk~. No flux boundary conditions apply at the front for free cross-linkers. Newly polymerized filaments are not cross-linked yet, which entails *B* = 0 at the front. Arp2/3 complex-mediated branching occurs at the leading edge and could be perceived as a new type of filament link changing elastic properties of the F-actin network. However, detailed calculations revealed that as opposed to the X structure of cross-links, the Y structure of branches does not change elastic properties substantially ([@B52]), because the mother filament alone essentially carries all the load. Details about the implementation of boundary conditions can be found in the Supplemental Material.

The cross-linking dynamics may create a depletion zone of cross-linkers close to the membrane ([@B12]), where filaments are not linked due to lack of free cross-linkers. We call that range the elastic region (ER). Studies with F-actin solutions showed rather coherently that network elastic moduli are not affected by the presence of cross-linkers below a critical molecule number ratio cross-linkers/actin of ∼3% ([@B20]; [@B42]; [@B14]). The depth *z* of the ER is the distance from the leading edge where the cross-linker concentration reaches this critical value. The dynamics of the ER depth is determined by the velocity *V*~link~ of this concentration level and the protrusion velocity.

The mean contour length *l* of filaments in the ER grows with the polymerization rate *V~P~* and decreases due to cross-linking:

The factor of *V*~link~ accounts for the bending of filaments in the ER such that motion cross-links more filament contour length than the distance traveled in lab space.

The polymerization of actin filaments that generates the driving force occurs in the ER at the leading edge membrane. It is catalyzed by actin filament elongators. We describe it as a two-step process: binding of an actin monomer to the complex with rate *k*′, and elongation, the rate of which depends exponentially on the product of single filament force *f* and filament length *d* added by one monomer . Dissociation of an actin monomer from the complex before elongation is assumed to be negligible. The total time for the addition of one monomer is .The polymerization rate is the inverse of this time, times *d*:

The polymerization rate increases and then saturates with increasing pulling force as suggested by data in [@B27], [@B7], and [@B21]. Please see [@B27] and [@B61] for more detailed models of processive elongation by formins.

We calculate the force exerted by a single filament on the membrane using the worm-like chain model ([@B29]):

Here is the mean spring constant of filaments averaged over the angular distribution of filaments (calculations in the Supplemental Material). The spring constant for a single filament is proportional to *l*^−4^ ([@B29]), hence, the network structure, force, and polymerization rate are coupled. The experiments on modulation of cross-linker properties in fibroblasts by [@B11] are consistent with this view. The equilibrium length of the filament obeys , in which *l~P~* is the persistence length of the filament. We describe the mechanical properties of the ER as the sum of the properties of the individual filaments. Consequently, the total force *F* per leading edge contour length is *F = Nf*, with *N* being the number of filaments per leading edge contour length.

Calculated elasticity of the ER couples with the elastic modulus of the viscoelastic gel and follows the concentration profile of bound cross-linkers to a maximum bulk elasticity of the network. The bulk elasticity and the viscosity of the gel depend on the volume density of filaments (see Supplemental Material Section 4).

All the parameters used in the model are listed in Supplemental Tables S1--S3. In the Supplemental Material, we investigate the effect of variation of parameters on the behavior of the system, for which we do not have precise experimental measurements (Supplemental Figures S1 and S2).

RESULTS
=======

Before going into simulation results, and to confirm the correlation of F-actin density and protrusion rate, we sought to reduce the amounts of actin filaments present in lamellipodia by means other than deleting FMNL formin function. We experimentally interfered with Arp2/3 complex function specifically in lamellipodia, but not other subcellular regions, and in controlled, average cell populations. This was achieved through CRISPR/Cas9-mediated disruption of the gene encoding NCK-associated protein 1 (Nap1), also termed Nckap1, one of five subunits of the ubiquitously expressed WRC, which is considered essential for connecting Rac signaling to Arp2/3 complex activation in lamellipodia ([@B32]; [@B66], [@B65]). However, Nap1 KO was, to our surprise, partially compensated by expression of the mostly hematopoietic Nap1 orthologue NCK-associated protein 1 like (Nckap1l), also known as Hem1 ([@B34]).

Two distinct Nap1 KO clones were selected, which formed lamellipodia with a frequency (cells with lamellipodia on laminin) of 15% (KO \#6) and 70% (KO \#21), with the latter constituting the best performing clone isolated (frequency of lamellipodia formation of B16-F1 WT cells: 85%). These differential activities were concluded to derive from variable, compensatory Hem1 expression and thus remaining protein levels of the WRC subunit and lamellipodial Arp2/3 complex activator suppressor of cAMP receptor/WASP family verprolin-homologous (Scar/WAVE) ([@B54]), with Nap1 KO \#21 displaying highest Hem1 expression among Nap1 null clones (*Materials and Methods* and unpublished data). We thus figured that Nap1 null clones displaying differential Hem1 expression and thus lamellipodial activity can be explored for effects of tuning down WRC activity on lamellipodial protrusion and cell migration rates. We first confirmed that lamellipodial frequency in those clones correlated with changes in the amounts of Arp2/3 complex incorporated into lamellipodia. Interestingly, clone \#21 displayed reduced intensities of Arp2/3 complex as compared with B16-F1 wild type, but more Arp2/3 complex in these structures than the low lamellipodial frequency clone \#6 ([Figure 1, A and B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These data confirmed that differential lamellipodial frequencies are likely correlated with differential, lamellipodial Arp2/3 complex activities. Strikingly, reduced incorporation of Arp2/3 complex clearly correlated with decreased actin filament intensities in lamellipodia ([Figure 1, C and D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), again leading to decreased rates of lamellipodial protrusion ([Figure 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and consequently migration ([Figure 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This was clearly reminiscent of the reductions of filament intensities and protrusion as well as migration rates observed in this cell type upon removal of FMNL2 and FMNL3 ([@B24]).

![Arp2/3 complex activity in lamellipodia correlates with F-actin intensity and protrusion as well as migration rates. B16-F1 WT and two selected Nap1 null clones expressing differential Hem1 levels (\#21 high and \#6 low) were subjected to analysis of lamellipodial parameters, as indicated. (A) Representative high magnification (top) and overview images (bottom) of respective cells stained for Arp2/3 complex (ArpC5A). (B) Quantifications of Arp2/3 complex intensities in respective clones. Note the significantly reduced frequency of lamellipodia formation and the intensity of lamellipodial Arp2/3 complex staining in Nap1 KO \#6 (red arrowheads in A), as confirmed by the intensity quantifications in B. (C, D) Differential intensities of lamellipodial actin filaments (phalloidin staining) in respective clones, as indicated. Bars in the top panels of A and C correspond to 10 µm, and in the bottom panels to 20 µm. Lamellipodial actin filament levels are reduced by 28% (KO \#21) and 43% (KO \#6). For illustration of the method of determining lamellipodial F-actin and Arp2/3 complex intensities, see Supplemental Figure S10. (E, F) Analysis of lamellipodial protrusion speed and random cell migration in respective clones. Left part in E depicts kymographs (space-time plots) of representative cells from control and the two distinct KO clones, exemplifying lamellipodial advancements over time. Note that for all cell populations, only those cells capable of lamellipodia formation were included in analyses. Rates of protrusion upon reduction of Arp2/3 complex incorporation and F-actin intensity are reduced by ∼20% (KO \#21) and 38% (KO \#6). (B, D, E, F) Results from quantifications are displayed as box-and-whiskers plots with median values given in red, boxes including 50% (25--75%) and whiskers 80% (10--90%) of all measurements; outliers are shown as dots. *n*, number of cells analyzed. \* corresponds to *p* ≤ 0.05 and \*\*\* to *p* \< 0.001, as determined by nonparametric Mann--Whitney rank sum test.](mbc-29-2674-g001){#F1}

A typical steady state of concentrations, tension, and velocity profile as a result of simulating [Eqs. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[6](#m6){ref-type="disp-formula"} is shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. At the top, we sketch the region of the cell that we simulate. The front is the leading edge membrane in the direction of motion, and the back is ∼10 µm deep into the protrusion, where the flow velocity vanishes. The concentration profiles of bound and free cross-linkers illustrate the gradient providing the anterograde diffusive flux of free cross-linkers, and the depletion zone of cross-linkers at the very front. The depth of the ER is ∼1 µm in this example. The main function of this region is to account for the coupling between network structure and polymerization rate mentioned in the context of [Eq. 8](#m8){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Such a depletion zone has been observed for actin-binding protein 280 (ABP-280)/filamin and α-actinin in electron micrographs ([@B68]). Its mechanical properties have been confirmed by the force-­velocity relation of fish keratocytes ([@B73]). Note that the boundary of the ER does not necessarily correspond to the zone of lamellipodium-lamella transition, as the lamellipodium is typically broader than the ER.

![Examples of spatial profiles in the radial direction of the steadily moving protrusion as a result of simulating [Eqs. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[6](#m6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. ER, elastic region with depletion of cross-linkers. The parameter values are in Tables S1--S3 in the Supplemental Material. We always use these values in simulations unless stated otherwise. The sketch at the top indicates the simulated region of the protrusion.](mbc-29-2674-g002){#F2}

The tension profile and the retrograde flow velocity exhibit a rapid decay within a few micrometers of the leading edge, and then decay more slowly with increasing distance from the front. This agrees qualitatively with the rapid decay of retrograde flow observed in the lamellipodium rear and the slow flow rates in the lamella in a variety of experiments ([@B47], [@B48]; [@B10]; [@B25]; [@B4]).

Filament area density, network assembly rate, and protrusion velocity are the observables directly measured. Assembly rate measurements determine the relative velocity between leading edge membrane and the network, that is, the assembly rate is the vectorial difference of the protrusion rate and the average retrograde flow speed (note that the latter one is negative). The measurements averaged retrograde flow velocity over the first few micrometers from the leading edge into the protrusion. We averaged over 3 µm to be compatible with these results in the presentation of simulation results. We choose the number of filaments per leading edge contour length *N* corresponding to the filament area density as a control parameter in our model. We will change this parameter to mimic formin and Nap1 knockout. Later we will also consider formin subtype-specific filament subpopulations distinguished by their respective rate of elongation. We start with investigating the effect of changing the filament density with a single population of filaments.

The F-actin intensity in a top down view onto the protrusion measures the filament area density. Given the decrease in area density, the two extreme scenarios for the volume density are the following: 1) The height *h* of the lamellipodium decreases proportionally to the area density of filaments such that the volume density of filaments stays constant . This would entail a change of the tension in the network, that is, the force per protrusion cross-section area driving the network flow, whereas the material properties of the network would not be affected. 2) The height of the lamellipodium stays unchanged and the volume density *ρ* and area density both decrease to the same extent . That change in volume density of the network would affect its material properties: elasticity, viscosity, and friction coefficient ([@B36]; see also Supplemental Material Eqs. S12 and S13).

Scenario 1 is less intuitive and therefore we explain it here in detail ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The comparison of two simulations with large and small *N* illustrates the consequences of the height change for tension and retrograde flow. Tension is higher at the leading edge with a smaller number of filaments than with a large one ([Figure 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It also decays steeper, and hence flow velocity, which is proportional to the tension gradient (see [Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), is faster with small filament numbers than with large ones. Tension at the front of the network increases with decreasing *N* ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the total force exerted on the leading edge membrane decreases ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The protrusion rate is proportional to the total force and therefore behaves in the same way. It decreases by ∼40% when the area density is reduced to 50%. In agreement with experiments, the ratio *R~F~* (the force per leading edge contour length/*N*) increases with decreasing *N* and the network assembly rate changes very little (less than 5%) in the same *N* range.

![Tension, forces, and velocities in scenario 1. (A, B) Tension and velocity profiles with high and low filament density *N*. (C) The dependency of the tension at the leading edge on filament density *N*. (D) The dependency of force per leading edge contour length and force per filament on filament density *N*. (E) The dependency of the network assembly rate, protrusion rate, and retrograde flow on filament density *N*. The values at large *N* are in the range of experimental results for control cells (see [@B24]).](mbc-29-2674-g003){#F3}

Central to the mechanism is that the protrusion velocity is determined by force per leading edge contour length while retrograde flow velocity is set by the tension gradient. Starting from control, a decrease in filament area density entails a decrease in force per leading edge contour length, but an increase in tension due to the reduction in network height.

The results for scenario 2---the change of the material properties of the network---are shown in the Supplemental Material (Supplemental Figure S3). The force per filament exhibits a maximum in its *N* dependence. The behavior of the retrograde flow and assembly rate change at the value of *N* with maximal force per filament. Above this *N* value, the dependence of friction on *N* dominates the dependence of retrograde flow on *N*. With low filament density, the protrusion rate decreases by ∼45% and the assembly rate drops by ∼20% of its control value. With this scenario, the behavior of the assembly rate thus agrees less with the experimental observations than scenario 1.

The tension-based mechanism (scenario 1) produces a behavior very close to the experimental observations upon reduction of filament area density, because the protrusion rate and force per leading edge contour length decrease and the assembly rate stays almost unchanged upon density reduction. However, we do not have experimental evidence for the height *h* being strictly proportional to *N* at present (neither do we have data contradicting it). Interestingly, on the basis of estimating lamellipodial heights in different cell lines by structured illumination microscopy (SIM), which can at least increase the resolution in all three dimensions by a factor of 2 as compared with conventional confocal microscopy ([@B56]), we find an experimentally determinable and statistically significant reduction of this parameter (Supplemental Figure S4). We note, though, that realistic, absolute numbers for lamellipodial heights or potential changes of height in FMNL2/3 knockout cell lines as compared with controls can admittedly not be derived from this method (see *Materials and Methods* and legend to Supplemental Figure S4). However, an additional hint for a clear correlation between actin network density and lamellipodial height came from side views of electron tomograms of lamellipodia with experimentally induced, transient assembly episodes with low or high actin network density ([@B40]). Here, low actin network density clearly correlated with spatially restricted lamellipodial actin network thinning, whereas for high density, the opposite, that is, thickening, was observed ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we assume that *h* decreases when *N* decreases. However, *h* might decrease less than proportional. Therefore, we also investigate the case where the height of the lamellipodium decreases, but less than the area density. We assume an intermediate case between scenario 1 and 2, that is, a 50% decrease in area density entails a 25% decrease in height. The volume density is equal to area density/height and hence decreases accordingly (see Supplemental Material Eq. S16).

![Experimentally induced, transient changes of actin network density have an impact on lamellipodial thickness. Side views of correlated electron tomograms show changes in lamellipodial height upon changes in membrane tension. The height change correlates with F-actin density changes. (A) Representative views of electron tomograms of lamellipodia, which were chemically fixed immediately after one of two different manipulations: Detachment of part of the cell body to induce a decrease in membrane tension ("Decrease"), with the actin density decrease marked with a red arrow. Microneedle aspiration of the back of the cell body to increase membrane tension ("Increase"), with the actin density increase marked with a blue arrow. As a control, tomograms were acquired at steady state. (B) Side views of the correlated tomograms with an induced decrease in membrane tension and accompanying decrease in filament density marked with red arrows. (C) Actin filament densities before and after experimentally induced tension decrease. The red arrows in B correspond to 0 nm in the graph. Density has been determined as total contour length per area and normalized to the maximum value in the plot. Density is an average over stripes parallel to the leading edge with a breadth of 300 nm. (D) Side view of a correlated tomogram with an induced increase in membrane tension marked with a blue arrow. (E) Side views of tomograms without manipulation of membrane tension. (F) Changes in filament density for the tomograms shown in D and E. The blue arrow corresponds to 0 nm in the graph. All scale bars 200 nm. For details of methods, see [@B40].](mbc-29-2674-g004){#F4}

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows what the effect of height and tension changes adds to the effect of the material properties in this intermediate case. Down to ∼65% of the control value of *N*, the tension mechanism and the changes in material properties both contribute to higher retrograde flow and we see an increase in assembly rate when decreasing *N*. At even smaller *N* values, the tension also decreases and thus cannot help increasing retrograde flow anymore. The retrograde flow changes its *N* dependency and the assembly rate starts to decrease accordingly. The protrusion rate increases monotonically with *N*. At 50% of filament density, the protrusion rate is ∼45% of the control value while the assembly rate changes by ∼10% only. These results are closer to experimental observations than scenario 2.

![Tension, forces, and velocities in the intermediate scenario. (A, B) Tension and velocity profiles with high and low filament density *N*. (C) The dependency of the tension at the leading edge on filament density *N*. (D) The dependency of force per leading edge contour length and force per filament on filament density *N*. (E) The dependency of network assembly rate, protrusion rate, and retrograde flow on filament density *N*. The values at large *N* are in the range of experimental results for control cells ([@B24]). The network assembly rate, which is the vectorial difference of protrusion rate and retrograde flow velocity, first increases very little with decreasing *N* and then decreases by ∼10% compared with control. The protrusion rate is reduced by 45% of its control value at small *N* values.](mbc-29-2674-g005){#F5}

With this, and together with the experimental observations discussed above, we stick to the intermediate scenario and form three subpopulations of filaments with different elongation rates to investigate the effect of removing formins distinguished by these properties. We know from knockout of both formins that this reduces filament density to about one-half. We do not know for sure whether the fraction of filaments vanishing upon knockout is the same as the fraction of filaments elongated by formins in control; we merely take it as the most reasonable assumption. Our population 1 is not elongated by formins but by another elongator, for example, Ena/VASP, and accounts for ∼50% of filaments, *N*~1~*∼ N*/2. Population 2 is elongated by FMNL2, whereas population 3 is elongated by FMNL3 and comprises more filaments than 2, *N*~3~ *∼* 1.7*N*~2~ (based on measured nucleation rates in vitro; [@B24]). The formins' force-free polymerization rates (*V~P~*(*f* = 0)) have been chosen according to in vitro measurements ([@B24]). We have set the polymerization rate of population 1 to the same value as in the simulations with one population. It is in between those of 2 and 3. The ratios among these three different elongation rates in vivo might be different from in vitro results. Therefore, we consider variations of them in the Supplemental Material (Supplemental Figures S5 and S6). Now with three subpopulations, each population has its own average length *l~i~* and average force per filament *f~i~*, such that the total force is *F = N*~1~*f*~1~*+ N*~2~*f*~2~ *+ N*~3~*f*~3~, and *N = N*~1~ *+ N*~2~ *+ N*~3~.

We decrease the area density starting from control in three different ways: by taking out populations 2 and 3 to mimic the formin knockout experiments, by taking out filaments from all three populations proportional to their fraction down to half of each (this case may also represent the Nap1-KO experiments), and by taking out population 1. We compare simulation results to the measured population mean value of a variety of experiments normalized to the control results of each type of experiment ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We can see the robust monotonic relation between density and protrusion velocity regardless of the type of experiment. For the assembly rate, the fraction of the three populations matters to some degree. Reducing population 1 or all three populations proportionally leaves the assembly rate almost unchanged down to ∼60% control density, and then causes a decrease by ∼10--15%. Surprisingly, we see that if the slow and fast populations are taken out (knockout FMNL2/3 experiments) and population 1 remains, the assembly rate again stays almost unchanged as in the experimental results ([@B24]).

![Experimental data points (normalized to their control measurements, mean with SD) and simulation results for the correlation between F-actin density, network assembly rate, and protrusion rate. We simulated three ways to decrease the number of filaments. Removing filaments from populations 2 and 3 mimics knockout of FMNL2/3. Removing filaments from all subpopulations to equal extents mimics knockout of Nap1. The assembly rate of the network changes very little (less than 5%) when we mimic the formin knockouts, and it changes ∼10--15% when we take out filaments in other ways. The protrusion rate changes by ∼40% in all cases. In the simulations, we use *N* = 320 filaments µm^−1^ with *N*~1~ = 160 µm^−1^, *N*~2~ = 60 µm^−1^, and *N*~3~ = 100 µm^−1^ for the control.](mbc-29-2674-g006){#F6}

These results also provide a qualitative explanation of individual formin knockdown experiments. Knocking down FMNL3 reduces the protrusion rate more than knocking down FMNL2 despite FMNL2 being the faster elongator ([@B3]; [@B24]). FMNL3 contributes more to the filament density ([@B24]) and thus also to the total force on the leading edge membrane and protrusion rate than FMNL2. The larger filament number compensates for the smaller force-free polymerization rate. We conclude that the differences in force-free polymerization rate between the three populations do not dominate the outcome of knockdown/knockout experiments because they are mitigated by the number ratios, force dependency of elongation, and the mechanical coupling by the leading edge membrane.

In the Supplemental Material, we further investigate how changes in the initial ratio of the filament populations affects the results (Supplemental Figure S7). If *N*~2~ \< ∼0.7 *N*~3~, then knocking down FMNL3 decreases the protrusion rate more than knocking down FMNL2, as also observed in experiments ([@B3]; [@B24]).

Although major actin assemblies undergoing contraction in a myosin II--dependent manner are concentrated at cell flanks and lamellipodium rear of highly motile keratocytes ([@B70]; [@B1]), myosin II--mediated pulling is indirectly impacting on protrusion efficiency through contributing to lamellipodial rearward flow and to transition of filaments at the base of lamellipodia into lamella bundles ([@B37]; [@B25]; [@B4]). We have thus also explored the effect of a constant contraction on the system. Such contraction events may even coincide with filament depolymerization ([@B72]; [@B53]; [@B13]). However, the introduction of additional, active pulling forces did not significantly change the previously observed dependences of tension and flow velocity on *N*, and the principal, differential changes of protrusion and retrograde flow rates versus assembly rate (Supplemental Figure S8). The depth of the ER region in our model is coupled with the concentration of cross-linkers. In the Supplemental Material, we also investigate how changes in the total number of cross-linkers per cell may impact the depth of ER and the dynamics of the system (see Supplemental Material Section 5.3 and Supplemental Figure S9).

DISCUSSION
==========

The mathematical model presented here offers a physical explanation for the conservation of network assembly rate and reduction in protrusion velocity and increase of the ratio *R~F~* of force to filament number upon filament area density decrease. The model explains all previously and herein-described observations in terms of the properties of flow of a viscoelastic filament network with friction force against the cellular components stationary in the lab frame and the membrane, and a linear drag force resisting leading edge membrane motion. The assembly rate of the network can be maintained during decreasing protrusion, if retrograde flow speeds up. That speedup is caused in part by the decrease in friction (and viscosity). Retrograde flow also increases with decreasing area density due to a tension-based mechanism caused by lamellipodium height reduction. We found this mechanism to be essential for reproducing the experimental results by simulations, and this nicely correlates with network adaptations observed upon experimentally induced, transient changes of load exerted onto the tip membrane ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, simulations showed that the tension-based mechanism alone would sufficiently explain experimental observations. However, we also included the effects of density-related elasticity, friction, and viscosity changes in our simulations, because it is reasonable to assume that they occur in our model cell system upon area density reduction.

In vitro*,* the force-free elongation rate of FMNL2 is faster than that of FMNL3 ([@B24]), but knocking out FMNL3 entailed a larger drop in protrusion rate than knocking out FMNL2. FMNL3 is more actively nucleating filaments than FMNL2 ([@B24]). Our modeling efforts suggest that the larger contribution of FMNL3 to filament density explains the stronger reduction of protrusion rate upon FMNL3 knockout compared with FMNL2 knockout in B16-F1 cells.

In Nap1 knockout experiments (generating cell populations with differential Hem1 expression), lamellipodial Arp2/3 activity is modulated. Even though we see the same correlation between F-actin area density and protrusion rate, we do not know at present whether actin network assembly rates are changed in this case. In fact, because Arp2/3 complex and cross-linker molecules mediate and maintain the structure of the network, it is tempting to speculate that in this case, network assembly rates will be affected. Indeed, [@B40]) clearly observed changes in growth rates of both individual filaments and protruding network. These changes depended on load and affected both network density and distribution of filament angles abutting the front, all of which could be explained by the geometry of Arp2/3-dependent branching ([@B40]). In contrast, only slight differences between angular distributions of filaments in control and FMNL2/3 knockouts could previously be found ([@B24]). Modulation of Arp2/3 activity might thus affect angular distributions of filaments more severely, coinciding with changes in force transmission in the ER. Future experimental efforts will be aimed at clarifying these points.

The ER juxtaposed to the leading edge membrane does not play a central role for the mechanisms reported in this study as long as we consider steady motion. It relates the model network to actin-specific features like the F-actin bending modulus and the force dependency of polymerization ([@B15]), which may limit the maximum force that can be transmitted by the network (see also Supplemental Figures S1--S3). The ER mainly shapes the dynamics and explains characteristic properties of the force-velocity relation ([@B73]). Including it in our model allows for explaining both types of experiments (formin and Nap1 knockout and force-velocity relation) with the same set of model assumptions, thus providing a unified picture.

Analysis of the force-velocity relation of lamellipodial motion ([@B49]; [@B74], [@B73]; [@B17]) revealed that the force stalling protrusion is equal to the force required to drive retrograde flow with the network assembly rate. In line with these findings, our results suggest that protrusion forces at the leading edge are set by the properties of F-actin network flow in steady cell motion. The force driving retrograde flow is the force pushing the membrane. Adhesion force is transmitted only as friction force to the flow and leading edge and not by elastic elements fixed to adhesion sites. This mechanism agrees with the parameter dependence of force generation found in a variety of experiments ([@B49]; [@B17]; [@B73]; [@B24]) and the results of this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Generation of knockout cell lines using CRISPR/Cas9
---------------------------------------------------

B16-F1 mouse melanoma cells (ATCC CRL-6323) were grown in DMEM (4.5 g l^−1^ glucose; Invitrogen, Germany) with 10% fetal calf serum (PAA Laboratories, Austria) and 2 mM glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and incubated at 37°C in the presence of 7.5% CO~2~. For generating B16-F1 lines lacking the WRC subunit Nap1, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene disruption was performed as follows: a DNA target sequence corresponding to exon 1 of the murine *Nap1* gene was pasted into a CRISPR design tool (<http://tools.genome-engineering.org>). Resulting potential target sites with the highest efficiency scores were used for designing four distinct single guide RNA constructs (20 nucleotides) and tested for efficiency of down-regulating Nap1 expression in transient, bulk B16-F1 cell transfections. The most potent guide sequence mediating Nap1 gene disruption corresponded to 5′-GACGCCCCGGTCGTTGAGGA-3′ (\#4), and was ligated into expression plasmid pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (Addgene plasmid ID:48139) using *Bbs*I ([@B50]). The resulting CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid was sequence-verified using primer 5′-GCACCGACTCGGTGCCAC-3′. For generation of stably disrupted, genome-edited cell lines, B16-F1 cells were transfected with a CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid variant conferring resistance to puromycin. Transfections were carried out on 10-cm dishes using 3 µg DNA in DMEM and 6 µl JetPrime reagent (Polyplus transfection) overnight. The next day, cells were transferred into medium containing 2.5 µg ml^−1^ puromycin and selected for 4 d. To generate clones, cells were plated as single cell colonies, and cultured in conditioned medium until reaching a macroscopically visible size, followed by their transfer into individual dishes. Cell lysates were tested for Nap1 expression by Western blotting, and cells lacking apparent expression of Nap1 genotyped as follows: Upon expansion and growth to confluence in 6-cm dishes, cells were trypsinized, pelleted, and lysed adding 500 μl lysis buffer (100 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 5 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS, 200 mM NaCl) containing 2.5 μl proteinase K (20 mg ml^−1^). Samples were incubated overnight at 55°C. Nucleic acid extraction was performed by a standard phenol/chloroform precipitation procedure. Isolated genomic DNA was used as template in PCRs employing Phusion high-fidelity polymerase (New England Biolabs). Primers used for amplification of respective target gene loci were 5′-ATGTCGCGCTCCGTGC-3′ (fwd) and 5′-GATGTTGTAGAGGCGCGTGA-3′ (rev). PCR products were examined on 2% agarose gels, excised from gels and purified with NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean-up kit according to the manufacturer\'s instructions (Macherey-Nagel). DNA fragments were cloned into a zero blunt TOPO vector (Zero Blunt TOPO Cloning Kit for Sequencing; Invitrogen), as recommended by the manufacturer, and multiple, individually isolated alleles sequenced for each cell line: In brief, single bacterial colonies were inoculated overnight and plasmid DNA purified using a NucleoSpin Plasmid kit (Macherey-Nagel), followed by target-site sequencing by MWG-Biotech (Ebersberg, Germany) using primer 5′-CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3′. Plasmid from individually purified bacterial colonies was examined for frameshift mutations such as deletions or insertions. Mutations generating stop codons shortly downstream from the target site were defined as "null" alleles. Cell lines exclusively harboring such alleles and thus lacking a detectable wild-type allele among ∼20 individual sequencing reactions were selected for further analyses, and defined as Nap1 knockout (KO). Based on RNAi data in B16-F1 cells and genetic deletion of the hematopoietic Nap1 paralogue Hem1 in dendritic cells, Nap1-deficient B16-F1 cells were expected to be devoid of lamellipodia ([@B66]; [@B34]). Whereas most Nap1-deficient clones were strongly abrogated for lamellipodia formation, which could be equally rescued by enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)-tagged Nap1 or EGFP-Hem1, selected, individual clones displayed lamellipodia to a variable extent, which depended on the extent of compensatory Hem1 expression and concomitant levels of the WRC subunit Scar/WAVE (Frieda Kage and Klemens Rottner, unpublished data). Albeit not reaching wild-type levels of Scar/WAVE and thus lamellipodia, two Nap1 null clones with low level Hem1 expression were selected for analyses of the consequences of differentially reduced Scar/WAVE gene dose on lamellipodial parameters: Arp2/3 complex incorporation, actin filament intensity, and protrusion rate, as well as cell migration.

F-actin and ArpC5A stainings and quantifications
------------------------------------------------

For immunolabeling of the Arp2/3 complex component ArpC5A (formerly called p16A), cells were seeded onto glass coverslips coated with laminin (Sigma) diluted to 25 μg ml^−1^ in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl and incubated for 60 min. Cells were allowed to adhere overnight. Next, cells were fixed with prewarmed, 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) for 20 min and permeabilized with 0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1 min. Cells were then blocked with 5% horse serum in 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS, and stained with monoclonal ArpC5A antibody (clone 323H3; undiluted hybridoma supernatant; [@B44]), followed by Alexa Fluor 488--coupled secondary antibodies mixed with Alexa Fluor 594--coupled phalloidin (Invitrogen). For quantifying F-actin intensities, cells were treated as above except for fixing with a mixture of 4% PFA and 0.25% glutaraldehyde (GA) in PBS (pH 7.4), followed by permeabilization and staining with Alexa Fluor 488--labeled phalloidin. Images of fluorescently labeled cells were acquired as described ([@B65]) using 40×/1.3 numerical aperture (NA) Neofluar and 100×/1.4 NA Plan Apochromat oil objectives.

Fluorescence intensities of lamellipodial F-actin and Arp2/3 complex (ArpC5A) were determined by measuring average pixel intensities within lamellipodial regions and corrected for background essentially as described previously ([@B24]), and as illustrated in Supplemental Figure S10. Fluorescence intensities in lamellipodial regions of Nap1 KO clones were compared with those of parental B16-F1 cells normalized to 1 (arbitrary units), and displayed as box-and-whiskers plots.

Video microscopy, determination of protrusion rates, and random migration speed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Live cell imaging of B16-F1 and Nap1 KO clones migrating on laminin (Sigma)-coated glass coverslips was done essentially as described ([@B24]). In brief, cells were observed in open heating chambers (Warner Instruments, Reading, UK) at 37°C and with microscopy medium (F12 HAM HEPES-buffered medium; Sigma) containing 10% fetal calf serum, 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Phase-contrast, time-lapse images of protruding cells were routinely recorded over a time period of at least 5 min, acquiring an image every 5 s. Protrusion rates were determined based on kymographs generated by drawing lines from inside the cell and across the lamellipodium using MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices). Kymographs are space-time plots generated by pasting narrow cellular regions from each time point of a time-lapse series along the *x*-axis. Protrusion rates were determined by measuring the advancement of lamellipodia tips (*y*-axis) over time (*x*-axis). Three independent regions per cell were analyzed and averaged.

For random migration assays, cells were seeded subconfluently into laminin-coated, μ-slide four-well glass bottom microscopy chambers (Ibidi GmbH, Martinsried, Germany). After allowing cells to spread for at least 6 h, the chamber was mounted onto an inverted Axio observer equipped with a 37°C incubator, CO~2~ atmosphere, and motorized, programmable microscopy stage (operated by Visiview software; Visitron GmbH, Puchheim, Germany). Phase-contrast movies were acquired on different, randomly chosen positions using a 10×/ 0.15NA Plan Neofluar objective for 10 h (frame rate: 6 h^−1^). Randomly moving cells were manually tracked and migration speed determined using ImageJ software v1.46r (W. S. Rasband, ImageJ, U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD; <http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/>, 1997--2015).

3D-SIM
------

Before imaging, cells were prepared and stained for F-actin using phalloidin as described in *F-actin and ArpC5A stainings and quantifications*. Image panels shown in Supplemental Figure S4 were acquired on a Nikon SIM-E superresolution microscope equipped with a LU-N3-SIM 488/561/640 laser unit mounted on a Nikon Ti eclipse (Nikon). A piezo z-drive (Mad City Labs) was used to acquire three-dimensional (3D)-stacks composed of 20 slices using a step size of 0.05 µm (1 µm in total). Images were taken with a CFI Apochromat TIRF 100 × /1.49 NA oil immersion objective (Nikon), a Hamamatsu Orca flash 4.0 LT camera, and an N-SIM motorized quad band filter combined with N-SIM 488 and 561 bandpass emission filters using laser line 488 driven by NIS-Elements software (Nikon). Reconstructions were carried out with the stack reconstruction tool (Nikon, NIS-Elements). Lamellipodium height was calculated according to the number of slices in which the lamellipodial network was clearly visible. Note that this method was employed to detect potential differences between KO and control cells, but cannot by any means report on real lamellipodial heights (known to be in the range of 100--200 nm ([@B64]), due to the shape of the point-spread function stretched in Z.

Proteomic analysis of B16-F1 cell lysates
-----------------------------------------

### Sample preparation for mass spectrometry.

Protein pellets were resuspended in denaturation buffer (6 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 10 mM HEPES, pH 8.0), and into each sample UPS2 protein standard (Sigma-Aldrich) was added with a ratio of 1:3. Protein extracts were reduced with 12 mM dithiothreitol for 30 min at room temperature, followed by alkylation with 40 mM chloroacetamide for 20 min in the dark at room temperature. The endoproteinase LysC (Wako) was added following a protein:enzyme ratio of 50:1 and incubated for 4 h at room temperature. After dilution of the sample with four times digestion buffer (50 mM ammonium bicarbonate in water (pH 8.0), sequence grade--modified trypsin (Promega) was added (same protein:enzyme ratio as for LysC) and digested overnight. Finally, trypsin and Lys-C activities were quenched by acidification of the reaction mixtures with trifluoroacetic acid to pH ∼2. Afterward, peptides were extracted and desalted using StageTips ([@B51]).

### LC-MS/MS analyses.

For each injection, 1 µg peptides was separated on a monolithic column (100 μm i.d. × 2000 mm; MonoCap C18 High Resolution 2000 \[GL Sciences\] using 6 h gradient of increasing acetonitrile concentration at a flow rate of 300 nl/min). The Q Exactive Plus instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was operated in the data-dependent mode with a full scan in the Orbitrap followed by top 10 MS/MS scans using higher-energy collision dissociation (HCD).

### Data analyses.

MaxQuant software, v1.5.2.8 ([@B8]) was used to identify and quantify proteins. The internal Andromeda search engine was used to search MS/MS spectra against a decoy mouse UniProt database (MOUSE.2014-10) containing forward and reverse sequences. The search included variable modifications of methionine oxidation and N-terminal acetylation, deamidation (NQ), and fixed modification of carbamidomethyl cysteine. Minimal peptide length was set to seven amino acids and the false discovery rate was set to 1% at both peptide and protein level. Unique and razor peptides were considered for quantification. The "match between runs" option and the iBAQ algorithm were enabled.

### Copy number calculation.

Lists of identified proteins were filtered to exclude reverse database hits, potential contaminants, and proteins only identified by site. Using the iBAQ intensity values, copy numbers were calculated as described in [@B57]. Briefly, iBAQ intensities were log-transformed and plotted against known log-transformed absolute molar amounts of the spiked-in standard proteins (UPS2 standard). Linear regression was used to fit iBAQ intensities to absolute standard protein amounts. The slope and intercept from this calibration curve was then used to convert iBAQ intensities to molar amounts for all identified proteins. Cellular copy numbers were obtained by calculating the numbers of molecules using the Avogadro constant followed by division by the number of cells used in the experiment.
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======================
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ABP-280

:   actin-binding protein 280

Arp2/3

:   actin-related protein 2/3

EGFP

:   enhanced green fluorescent protein

Ena/VASP

:   enabled/vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein

ER

:   elastic region

F-actin

:   filamentous actin

FMNL

:   formin-like family member

Nap1

:   NCK-associated protein 1

Scar/WAVE

:   suppressor of cAMP receptor/WASP family verprolin-homologous
